I. INTRODUCTION
In GHz-clock speed LSI, clock skew and phase-lagged stable synchronous patterns called modelock are generated using random process variations and RC delays in the clock line [1] . Once this phenomenon occurs, a system will fail because clock-distribution circuits cannot operate in sync. It takes a long time to simulate the phenomenon because of a large number of calculations for nonlinear partial differential equations. Similar phenomena that produce a variety of orders, rhythms, and self-organizing are often observed in nature. A reactiondiffusion (RD) system is a lively, dynamic system that produces such phenomena [2] . Our purpose was to make a hardware accelerator to calculate the modelock phenomenon at a high speed. We describe an RD chip based on an analog cellular-automaton model, which represents our first step toward this goal.
II. DESCRIPTION OF CHIP
An RD chip was constructed to imitate the BelousovZhabotinsky (BZ) reaction, a well-known RD system that creates some of the natural rhythms and patterns. One wellknown model that accounts for the BZ reaction is the Oregonator [2] . The transient responses of its two principal variables (U and V ) are shown in Fig. 1 with their typical parameter values. Based on these values, the Oregonator exhibits oscillatory or excitatory behavior that is activated only when external stimuli are added.
We proposed a simplified model of the BZ system that uses the cellular-automaton (CA) method. A cellular automaton is a parallel-data processing system consisting of many identical processing elements (cells) arrayed uniformly on a plane (Fig.  2) . Each cell changes its state based on its current one and the current state of the neighboring six cells. To simplify the Oregonator model, we introduced a discrete system variable into the CA model even though the Oregonator is normally described using continuous system variables. Three circulative periods were introduced that reflect the values of U and V : active, inactive, and refractory ( In order to analyze the analysis of the modelock phenomenon using CA, two different operations are carried out to cells according to a system to analyze. That is, the clockdistribution circuit is transposed to the cell that operates in oscillatory mode, and the clock line is transposed to the cell that operates in excitatory mode.
III. TRANSITION RULES
In the proposed model, each cell changes its U and V based on transition rules. To implement both oscillatory and excitatory behavior, we introduced a mode-select signal that determines the mode, oscillatory or excitatory, in which the cell operates. We defined six transition rules:
1. V increases at a constant rate when the cell is active (U = 1). 2. V decreases at a constant rate when the cell is inactive (U = 0). 3. U changes from active to inactive (from 1 to 0) when V reaches its threshold (V max ). 4. U changes from inactive to active (from 0 to 1) when V = 0 in oscillatory mode. 5. U changes from inactive to active (from 0 to 1) when V = 0 and more than one neighboring cell is active (U = 1) in excitatory mode. 6. At U = 0 and V = V r, U turns active when more than one neighboring cell is active in oscillatory mode and when more than two neighboring cells are active in excitatory mode. The last rule indicates that a cell cannot turn active (U = 1) when the degree of inhibition V is high and that the cell can turn active to overcome the inhibition when many neighboring cells are active. The last rule is used when the transition-select signal is ON.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF CELL CIRCUIT
Using the analog CA model, we developed an analogdigital hybrid circuit for implementing the BZ operation. As shown in Fig. 4 , it consists of neighboring-cell determination, transition-rule, U-generation, and V-generation units. The circuit accepts the output of neighboring cells at the neighboring-cell determination unit and outputs the U from the U-generation unit.
In the V-generation unit, voltage V v between the capacitance C v and the ground represents the value of V . V v increases or decreases with current source I 0 whether U = 0 or 1. If V v is larger than the output of the transition-rule unit, V tr , the output of the U-generation unit is U = 0, otherwise U = 1.
The outputs of the neighboring-cell determination unit, N 1 and N 2 , represent the number of active neighboring cells. When one or more neighboring cells are active, N 1 = 1, otherwise N 1 = 0. When two or more neighboring cells are active,
The inputs of the transition-rule unit, V m and V th , represent the mode-select signal and transition-select signal, respectively. The cell operates in oscillatory mode when V m = 1 and operates in excitatory mode when V m = 0. When V th = 0, the last rule (U turns active even though V > 0) is used.
The threshold voltages, V max and V r , were determined using the proportion of the capacitances of the transition-rule unit. In the proportion of capacitances illustrated in Fig. 4 , V max = 7V dd /10, and V r = 2V dd /10. Figure 5 shows an example operation of the circuit in excitatory mode (V m = 0, V th = 0, C v = 5pF, C = 0.1 pF, I 0 = 1.5 mA, V dd = 5V). Each cell state is represented in grayscale (V = 0, black, V = V max , white). In the circuit's initial state, the active and refractory cells were laid side-by-side. Because the refractory cells inhibited the inactivated cells adjacent to them, those inactivated cells could not turn active. In contrast, the inactivated cells adjacent to the active ones entered an active, refractory, and inactive period in rotation. When the inactive cells were in an active or refractory period, the tip of the white bar (refractory cells) rotated inward, resulting in the generation of the spiral patterns typically observed in the BZ reaction.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Arranging the cell circuits into a 21 × 21 matrix, we designed the network circuit and tested its operation by SPICE simulation, assuming a 1.6-µm double-poly CMOS process.
VI. CONCLUSION
We described a continuous-discrete hybrid model of cellular-automaton processing that mimics the BelousovZhabotinsky reaction and a unit-cell circuit that implements the model. A SPICE simulation showed that the proposed circuit can produce the typical spatiotemporal patterns observed in a BZ reaction. 
